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COPYRIGHT REFORM AND COPYRIGHT MARKET:
A CROSS-PACIFIC PERSPECTIVE

Jiarui Liu†

ABSTRACT

Policymakers around the world are working to unlock copyrighted works from substantial transaction costs in the digital environment. Copyright reform initiatives largely follow one of two directions. Policymakers may change copyright from an opt-in regime into an opt-out or all-in regime (e.g., extended collective licenses and compulsory licenses) to eliminate the necessity of copyright transactions and allow downstream users to exploit copyrighted works without authorization. Alternatively, policymakers may streamline private transactions in the marketplace, create incentives for authors to provide licensing information, and eventually allow market players to innovate on efficient business models. In comparison to the market approach, compulsory licenses have a number of drawbacks (e.g., divesting authors of exclusive rights in copyrighted works, resulting in wasteful rent seeking, and setting arbitrary prices for copyright royalties). However, the fundamental concern is that compulsory licenses would undermine the incentives for collecting societies and other market players to improve their services in order to decrease transaction costs. While the United States and the rest of the world are at a crossroads in copyright reform, the road taken (and the road not taken) by Chinese policymakers provides a valuable lesson: We cannot, in the name of lowering transaction costs, completely sidestep transactions and sidestep the market as the principal mechanism to allocate social resources for intellectual creation.
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I. INTRODUCTION: A TALE OF TWO COPYRIGHT BACKLASHES

In 2012, there were massive public backlashes against copyright reform bills in both the United States and China. However, the two backlashes pointed to dramatically different directions. In the United States, the Stop Online Piracy Act (“SOPA”)1 and the PROTECT IP Act (“PIPA”)2 were proposed in Congress, designed, inter alia, to enlist the assistance of Internet service providers to block overseas websites engaged in copyright infringement. Concerned that the two bills, if passed, could significantly affect Internet governance, leading websites—including Wikipedia, Google, and Twitter—launched an online protest against SOPA and PIPA by temporarily blacking out their services or front pages simultaneously on January 18th. Many Internet users quickly followed suit and sent millions

of messages to their representatives in Congress to express their opposition.\(^3\)

The concurrent backlash in China, resulting from the 2012 Chinese Copyright Reform Bill, was of a totally different nature.\(^4\) First, instead of opposing copyright expansion, the public was protesting against copyright limitation, specifically compulsory licenses that would degrade exclusive rights in copyrighted works to rights of remuneration.\(^5\) Second, Internet companies or users did not initiate the campaign. Instead, Chinese musicians, artists, and authors led it. They expressed their views in newspapers, blogs, and microblogs, filed petitions to the Chinese government, and debated the relevant issues with government representatives on TV shows.\(^6\) During the one-month period of public inquiries for the new bill, the National Copyright Administration of China (“NCAC”) received over 1,600 formal petitions and found more than one million comments posted on its official website.\(^7\) Most remarkably, in a country with a 90% piracy rate, the general public appeared to be highly sympathetic to authors and applaud their efforts against rent seeking and

---


7. See id.
government taking. The leading traditional and Internet media, controlled primarily by the Chinese government, produced extensive coverage on the controversies surrounding copyright reform, again surprisingly in a rather impartial way. For those familiar with Chinese media, it is a rare treat to see headlines calling a government initiative “controversial,” “under fire,” and “muzzling.”

The NCAC has unprecedentedly prepared three different revised drafts in response to the public outcry over earlier versions. Over 90% of the proposed provisions in the first draft were abolished or revised in the subsequent drafts. Among other things, the compulsory license for mechanical reproductions of musical works has been eliminated and the scope of the proposed extended collective license (“ECL”) has been narrowed significantly.

In the meantime, copyright laws in many other countries, including the United States, Canada, and European Union member nations, are also undergoing profound changes in the wake of the rapid advance of digital technologies. Various proposals for digital copyright reform generally revolve around four different forms of legal entitlement: (i) an opt-in regime, with traditional exclusive rights, where an author may prevent the use of her copyrighted works unless she has granted a license; (ii) an opt-out regime where an author may not prevent the use of her copyrighted works unless she has granted a license; (iii) an opt-in regime with exclusive rights, where an author may prevent the use of her copyrighted works unless she has granted a license; and (iv) an opt-out regime where an author may not prevent the use of her copyrighted works unless she has granted a license.


11. See supra note 4 and accompanying text.

12. See id.

13. See id.

works unless she takes affirmative steps to allege her rights, such as ECLs, notice-and-takedown procedures, and traditional formalities; (iii) an all-in regime where an author may not prevent the use of her copyright works, but is entitled to reasonable remuneration in the form of compulsory licenses or public levies; and (iv) an all-out regime where fair use and other exemptions allow third parties to use copyright works without permission and without paying compensation.

Notably, in North America and the European Union, compulsory licenses and ECLs receive widespread support as potential solutions to the thorny questions regarding orphan works, mass digitization, and online music. This enthusiasm for regulation and collectivism in digital copyright dramatically contrasts the general attitude of the Chinese public. China, often viewed as a pirate kingdom in the eyes of international observers, is apparently moving towards strengthening exclusive rights and removing roadblocks to the formation of efficient copyright markets.

Such parallel developments provide us with a golden opportunity to evaluate how compulsory licenses and ECLs fare for modern creative industries in the digital age. These extra-market mechanisms are often


20. See, e.g., Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014).


praised for diminishing transaction costs and facilitating large-scale uses of copyright works while providing authors with equitable compensation, which is believed to reflect a middle ground between technology providers and copyright owners.  However, empirical evidence suggests that private parties continue to negotiate with each other in the wake of compulsory licenses. A widely celebrated example is the Harry Fox Agency, which handles the majority of U.S. mechanical licenses despite the compulsory licenses under 17 U.S.C. § 115. In many cases, not only do compulsory licenses fall short of eliminating transaction costs, but they also set in motion wasteful rent seeking to lobby the government for favorable terms. The aggregation of transaction costs and rent-seeking costs could render compulsory licenses more burdensome than private transactions in the marketplace.

More importantly, governmental rate-setting procedures are unlikely to produce equitable remuneration for authors in proportion to the market values of their works. Digital technology has lowered the market entry barriers of copyright industries and bred an increasing variety of business models for authors. Taking the music industry as an example, some musicians distribute their music in à-la-carte stores like iTunes, some license to subscription-based services like Spotify (a music buffet offering unlimited access to a large repertoire), and others provide music for free on YouTube or even at a negative price (i.e., paying broadcasters to perform their works) to obtain advertising revenues and promote their record or concert sales. It is unclear how a uniform price imposed on all relevant authors by the government or another centralized organization could

23. See infra note 170 and accompanying text.
26. See infra text accompanying note 177.
27. See infra note 210 and accompanying text.
possibly capture the richness of business models that the copyright market would otherwise cultivate. Transforming exclusive rights to rights of remuneration would override the freedom of authors with different aspirations to exploit their works in different ways. Furthermore, absolving copyright liabilities towards authors with a tariff channeled to a government agency or a collective unrelated to the actual authors breaks the connections between authors and their works and between authors and their audiences.\(^29\) The collectivism approach rendering works of authorship faceless may significantly affect the public respect for copyright protection in the long run.

In particular, Nordic countries originally designed ECLs, which allow an agreement between a collecting society and its users to be binding on nonmember authors, as an alternative to compulsory licenses in the narrow areas stipulated under the Berne Convention\(^30\) and the TRIPS Agreement.\(^31\) Theoretically, ECLs may have minimal distorting effect on the copyright market where the collecting society is highly representative and efficient.\(^32\) There is an obvious irony however: in reality, the strongest proponents of ECLs are more often than not nascent collecting societies that have yet to accumulate sufficient memberships in a market dominated by a large number of foreign or otherwise nonmember works.\(^33\) Currently, various market solutions to large-scale uses of copyrighted works have evolved in lieu of ECL regimes to diminish transaction costs and promote dynamic competition. In the United States, prospective users can obtain virtually

\(^{29}\) See Paul Goldstein, Copyright, 55 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 79, 79-80 (1992) (indicating copyright sustains the very heart and essence of authorship by enabling direct communication between authors and audiences).


\(^{32}\) See Stanley M. Besen, Sheila N. Kirby & Steven C. Salop, An Economic Analysis of Copyright Collectives, 78 VA. L. REV. 383, 383 (1992) (praising the fact that “copyright collectives lower collection costs and permit more transactions to occur”).

total freedom to use any musical work by purchasing blanket licenses in a competitive market of collecting societies that include ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC. In China, certain collecting societies offer an indemnification clause in their licenses, defending and holding their users harmless from copyright claims by nonmembers. Hence, the fundamental concern about ECLs is that collecting societies who strive to increase membership may be incentivized to lobby the government for more powers rather than to attract more members by providing better services and increasing operational efficiency.

A compulsory license has also been introduced in several countries as a legislative solution to the problem of orphan works for which copyright owners may not be identified or located with a diligent search. A user may apply to a government agency for the compulsory license to use an orphan work upon payment to a collecting society designed by the government agency. However, the “compulsory license” approach is clearly less efficient than the “limitation on liability” approach proposed by the U.S. Copyright Office, which would allow users to use orphan works without payment until copyright owners emerge. First, the compulsory license is rarely used in the countries where it has been enacted because it would require substantial administrative costs to certify the legal status of orphan works case-by-case, determine the royalty rates for the compulsory license, and process upfront payments by users to a collecting society. Second, it proves difficult for a government agency to efficiently set royalty rates for orphan works, which naturally do not have current market benchmarks. Third, the compulsory license may create an incentive for the collecting society to sit on royalty payments rather than to diligently search for copyright owners if it permits the collecting society to retain the unallocated amount to defray administrative costs and support collective-purpose projects for existing members. Fundamentally, copyright protection

36. See, e.g., Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42, s. 77 (Can.).
38. See infra note 248 and accompanying text.
39. See infra note 251 and accompanying text.
40. See infra note 255 and accompanying text.
reflects a trade-off between incentive and access. However, orphan works by definition involve authors who may not be located with a diligent search. So chances are the authors will never reappear. If compulsory licenses are imposed in these cases, users would pay a higher price, but the real authors would not receive any financial incentives. This situation would be the worst of both worlds: limited access for consumers and no incentives for authors.

Notably, the clearance difficulties concerning mass digitization projects do not result entirely from orphan works. For instance, only a quarter of the Google Books Project corpus are potentially orphan works. Neither does the sheer volume of copyrighted works involved in the Google Books Project by itself justify a statutory exemption. The increase in transaction costs has been approximately proportionate to the increased volume and increased value of the overall database. It does not make much sense to categorically argue that the more copyrighted works a database contains, the less reasonable it is to require a copyright license.

The key barrier to mass digitization appears to be that the incremental value of any individual work to the whole project is often lower than the transaction cost needed to obtain a license for such a work. However little it takes to locate a copyright owner (say one dollar), the user would still not reach out for a license if scanning the book adds even less (say three cents) to the project. This issue is similar to the clearance hurdle for television/radio broadcasters who perform a significant number of musical works for their daily programs. If history is any indication, the best solution is not to bypass copyright transactions. Instead, we may pool different copyrighted works together through major publishers or collecting societies to facilitate the issuance of blanket licenses for mass digitization. Meanwhile, the ECL model does not appear to be necessary here. A project like Google Books does not need to include all books in the world to become a viable business, as the holdup problem rarely arises in the context of mass


43. See infra note 269 and accompanying text.
digitization. If Google has obtained blanket licenses from collecting societies but a nonmember author refuses to grant her individual license, it may simply delete the infringing work from the database and continue the operation with other licensed works. A single party can scarcely have any veto power to block the entire project. As a matter of fact, Google has indicated that it only scanned one fourth of the books in the world even though a federal court has legalized the project as a fair use for book searching and non-display purposes.

This Article does not aim to simply document ongoing copyright reform discourses in the United States and China, but rather to assess the rationality of compulsory licenses and ECLs vis-à-vis market mechanisms in modern copyright industries. Nevertheless, the discussions indeed shed light on the cultural contexts useful to understand why the Chinese public appears to be more conservative about compulsory licenses. Compulsory licenses and similar mechanisms are often proposed to decrease transaction costs. However, they also run the risk of depriving authors of pricing rights and replacing the copyright market with a small group of centralized decision makers. If lowering transaction costs is the most important goal for a copyright regime, the Chinese public has actually experienced first-hand a world without any transaction costs: all producers sold their products to the government and all consumers bought their products from the government. No one had the right to determine prices and terms except for a small group of government planners. This was what we call the central-planning economy. The Chinese people tried it once and didn’t like it. Thus, they moved on to the market economy, which gave rise to the economic growth of China in the last three decades. This experience teaches all of us a valuable lesson: we cannot, in the name of lowering transaction costs,


completely sidestep transactions and sidestep the market as the principal mechanism to allocate social resources for intellectual creation.

Part II begins with an introduction of the ECL system in Nordic countries. It demonstrates that the Chinese proposal would likely transgress the traditional contours of the Nordic model, undermine incentives for collecting societies to improve their operational efficiency, and violate the three-step test under the Berne Convention and the TRIPS Agreement. Part III evaluates the rationality of compulsory licenses in the digital age. It contends that compulsory licensing is neither necessary to prevent monopoly nor effective in lowering transaction costs, and that it often results from a political compromise that unduly deflates the market values of copyrighted works. Part IV compares the “limitation on liability” and “compulsory license” approaches as possible solutions to orphan work and mass digitization issues. It explains why the former is economically superior. Part V concludes the article with a summary of the major points.

II. EXTENDED COLLECTIVE LICENSE

A. THE TRADITIONAL MODEL

The traditional extended collective license (“ECL”), as pioneered in Nordic countries since the 1960s, normally includes four features. First, the ECL allows the agreement concluded by a collecting society and users to extend to and become binding on nonmembers by operation of law. In other words, once the licensing agreement officially takes effect, the licensee would have the legal privilege to use the entirety of copyright works in the category that the collecting society administers, including those owned by nonmember authors. Members and non-members would have equal rights to request remuneration from the collecting society under the licensing agreement.

Second, a collecting society with the power to issue the ECL must obtain authorization from the government and represent a substantial

47. See supra note 15 and accompanying text.
number of right holders of the category involved. Nordic countries usually do not provide for a clear definition or threshold for “a substantial number of right holders.” But it is generally understood that, although it may be difficult numerically to verify whether a collecting society represents the majority of right holders of a category, close to half is required.

Third, the ECL is typically limited to special areas of usage, including: (i) retransmission by cable or satellite of television and radio programs; (ii) use of published works by certain television and radio stations; (iii) reproduction for research, educational and internal purposes; (iv) preservation by libraries, archives, and museums; (v) reproduction for the visually handicapped and the hearing impaired; and (vi) use of works of fine art displayed in public. It appears that the ECL principally applies to the areas where, due to exorbitant transaction costs, copyright owners may not be able to individually grant licenses to end users in an effective way. Therefore, it is unsurprising that substantial overlap exists between the coverage of ECLs and coverage of compulsory licenses permitted in international conventions and implemented in domestic laws.

50. See id. at 937.
51. Consolidated Act on Copyright § 35 (2010) (Den.); Copyright Act 1961 (as amended) § 25(f)(4) (Finland); Copyright Act 1961 (as amended) § 34 (Nor.).
52. Consolidated Act on Copyright §§ 30 & 30(a) (2010) (Den.); Copyright Act 1961 (as amended) §§ 25(f),(g) (Fin.); Copyright Act (as amended) §§ 30 & 32 (1961) (Nor.).
54. Consolidated Act on Copyright § 16(b) (2010) (Den.); Copyright Act § 16(d) (1961) (as amended) (Fin.); Copyright Act (as amended) § 16(a) (1961) (Nor.).
55. Consolidated Act on Copyright § 17(4) (2010) (Den.); Copyright Act (as amended) § 17(b) (1961) (Nor.).
56. Consolidated Act on Copyright § 24(a) (2010) (Den.); Copyright Act § 25(a)(2) (1961) (as amended) (Fin.).
57. See Jane Ginsburg, Reproduction of Protected Works for University Research or Teaching, 39 J. COPYRIGHT SOC’Y U.S.A. 181, 198 (1992) (“[I]t is difficult to argue that ECL-statutes have deprived authors of a right that, practically speaking, was impossible to enforce prior to the existence of the ECL-statutes.”).
58. See Berne Convention, supra note 30, Article 11 bis(2) (rebroadcasting), 9(2) (reproduction); see also Christiansen, supra note 15, at 349 (arguing the ECL “is regarded as a compulsory license in the sense of the Berne Convention”).
Finally, nonmember right holders sometimes (but not always) may opt out of the ECL agreement by serving a notice to either the collecting society or the user.59

B. THE CHINESE PROPOSAL

The first draft of the 2012 Chinese Copyright Reform Bill included a proposal for the ECL system:

Collective management organizations that have obtained authorization from right holders and are capable of representing right holders’ interests nationwide may apply to the Copyright Administration of the State Council for representing the entirety of right holders to exercise their copyrights and related rights, except those right holders who have declined collective management in a written declaration.60

While the ECL system has worked fairly well in Nordic countries for over sixty years without much controversy, the Chinese ECL proposal has been confronted with strong opposition. A number of high-profile Chinese musicians and publishers announced that, should the ECL system stay in the final legislation, they would withdraw from the Music Copyright Society of China—the collecting society that was one of the driving forces behind the ECL proposal.61 They also threatened to establish a competing collecting society of their own.62 The mounting pressure from musicians, publishers, and the general public resulted in a dramatic turn of events: The society was forced to issue a public statement that backpedaled its support for the ECL system and called its initial enthusiasm for the ECL proposal


60. Article 60, First Draft, supra note 4.


“too narrow-minded, short-sighted, geeky and insensitive to authors’ interests.”

The controversy surrounding the ECL proposal is unsurprising given that the model suggested in the first draft of the 2012 Chinese Copyright Reform Bill is substantially different from the Nordic model. First, the proposed ECL is not confined to any special areas. Any collecting society may apply to the NCAC for the legal power to impose the ECL within its scope of business. Currently, there are five collecting societies operating in mainland China: (i) the Music Copyright Society of China (“MCSC”), established in 1992 to manage musical works; (ii) China Audio-Video Copyright Association (“CAVCA”), established in 2008 to manage music videos used by karaoke bars; (iii) China Written Works Copyright Society (“CWWCS”) established in 2008 to manage literary works; (iv) the Images Copyright Society of China (“ICSC”), established in 2008 to manage photographic works; and (v) China Film Copyright Association (“CFCA”), established in 2009 to manage motion pictures. Their scopes of business in the aggregate cover almost all commercially significant uses for copyrighted works (except software), much broader than what the Nordic ECL encompasses. Accordingly, the potential impacts of the Chinese proposal on exclusive rights would be much more extensive.

Second, although the proposed ECL contains an opt-out option for nonmembers, the option is essentially superfluous. The first draft of the 2012 Chinese Copyright Reform Bill simultaneously introduces a limitation on liability that would totally negate any financial incentives for nonmembers to opt out of the ECL: a nonmember author would merely be entitled to the royalties collectable from a copyright society if the infringing

---

63. See various comments posted online by the MCSC on the Draft Amendment:
64. See MCSC, Basic Information, http://www.mcsc.com.cn/mLiL-5.html (last visited
65. See Association History, CHINESE AUDIO-VIDEO COPYRIGHT ASSOCIATION,
66. See Association Introduction, CHINA WRITTEN WORKS COPYRIGHT SOCIETY,
http://www.prccopyright.org.cn/staticnews/2010-01-28/100128145635437/1.html (last
67. See Association Introduction, IMAGES COPYRIGHT SOCIETY OF CHINA,
68. See CHINA FILM COPYRIGHT ASSOCIATION (COLLECTIVE), http://www.cfca-c.org/
(last visited Apr. 2, 2017).
user has obtained a license from the collecting society. 69 Most authors who prefer to opt out of the ECL presumably believe that they are capable of collecting more royalties by managing their works on their own, probably because they are more efficient in negotiating copyright licenses or they create more value for prospective users. However, the limitation on liability provision would impose a hard cap on how much an author could possibly collect. Even if she has opted out of the ECL, she could demand no more than what she would otherwise receive from the collecting society. In that case, who would bother to opt out? 70

Third, the most important difference between the Chinese proposal and the Nordic ECL is not immediately obvious: all the existing Chinese collecting societies are far from the level of representativity envisioned by the Nordic tradition. As Figure 1 shows below, the MCSC, the largest and oldest collecting society in China, has only 6,500 members. It amounts to around 10% in scale of ASCAP and BMI in the United States and GEMA in Germany; and it appears even smaller compared to STIM of Sweden and PRS-music in the United Kingdom. This low level of representativity is highly disproportionate to the Chinese population, 71 which is more than a hundred times larger than the Swedish population.

The lack of representativity significantly aggravates the issues inherent in an ECL regime. The ECL may dilute exclusive rights granted by copyright law and undermine creative incentives for nonmember authors. 72 Several commentators observe that the ECL is not really different from a compulsory license in effect. 73 For instance, in Nordic countries, the ECLs

69. Article 70, First Draft, supra note 4.
70. Notably, this provision is drastically different from the provision in some countries where an author would be entitled only to what would be available from a collecting society if she is a member of the collecting society. See Daniel J. Gervais, The Purpose of Copyright Law in Canada, 2 U. OTTAWA L. & TECH. J. 315, 351 (2005).
71. By comparison, China Musicians Association, which consists exclusively of established musicians recognized by the government, has 13,900 members. See Info, CHINESE MUSICIANS ASSOCIATION, http://www.chnmusic.org/CmaInfo.html.
in areas such as cable transmission are entirely compulsory without an opt-out option for authors.74

Furthermore, nonmember authors, especially foreign authors, may not always be aware that their works are used under an ECL agreement. If an author does not join the domestic society or join a foreign society that has a reciprocal agreement with the domestic society, she is practically denied the right to opt out or to claim remuneration. The reason is that a collecting society typically does not have a legal obligation to seek out nonmembers whose works are used.76 Neither does it have internal incentives to do so. If the royalties collected remain unclaimed for a certain amount of time (say three years), a collecting society would normally distribute the funds among

---


76. See Riis & Schovsbo, supra note 48, at 483.
existing members or use them to cover administrative costs.\textsuperscript{77} This windfall suggests that the ECL may financially benefit those collecting societies that sit on the royalties collected for unidentified authors. The prejudice against foreign authors appears more severe when a collecting society decides to withhold certain funds (e.g., 10\% of the royalties collected) for social, cultural, and other collective purposes in the forms of stipends and scholarships.\textsuperscript{78} Although the royalties are derived from both domestic and foreign works, typically only domestic authors are provided access to such stipends, a result akin to economic protectionism and thus in violation of the spirit (if not mandates) of national treatment under the Berne Convention and the TRIPS Agreement.\textsuperscript{79}

The ECL, by extending the licensed repertoire to all works in a category, also strengthens the monopolistic positions of existing collecting societies against both users and authors. Anecdotes illustrate how monopolistic societies have wielded their market power to squeeze exorbitant royalties from their users. For example, in 1989 the French collecting society SACEM was sued for unfair trading and price fixing because it charged discotheques at a royalty rate fifteen times higher than sister societies, including GEMA, normally charged.\textsuperscript{80} The Canadian collecting society Access Copyright faced vociferous opposition from universities in 2012 when it increased the annual license fee per student to $26, significantly higher than the $3.56 per student fee that its sister society Copyright Clearance Center (“CCC”) charged in the United States.\textsuperscript{81} In 1992, MTV Europe filed a complaint alleging price fixing by VPL, a collecting society established by IFPI to manage music videos for major music labels in Europe. The labels, through VPL, jointly demanded that MTV Europe pay

\textsuperscript{77} For methodologies to distribute unclaimed funds, see, for example, \textit{General FAQ}, SOUNDEXCHANGE, http://www.soundexchange.com/generalfaq/ (last visited Apr. 4, 2017).

\textsuperscript{78} See Ginsburg, supra note 57, at 195 (“The use of collected money for collective purposes is not unique to the Nordic [countries] . . . . CISAC have a long tradition of deducting up to 10\% of their revenue for various collective purposes.”); Riis & Schovsbo, supra note 48, at 492 (“[T]he practice is widespread and generally accepted due to the prevalence of the practice (at least in continental Europe).”); Ferdinand Melichar, \textit{Deductions Made by Collecting Societies for Social and Cultural Purposes in the Light of International Copyright Law}, 22 I.I.C. 47, 49 (1991).

\textsuperscript{79} PAUL GOLDSTEIN, COPYRIGHT’S HIGHWAY: FROM GUTENBERG TO THE CELESTIAL JUKEBOX 159 (2003).


\textsuperscript{81} See Howard Knopf, \textit{AUCC Settlement with Access Copyright—Questions and Answers—or Still More Questions?}, EXCESS COPYRIGHT (May 2, 2012, 7:34 PM), http://excesscopyright.blogspot.ca/2012/05/aucc-settlement-with-access-copyright.html.
15% of its gross revenue, while they offered music videos essentially for free in the United States.\textsuperscript{82} The zero-price offered in the United States could indeed reflect the market rate because music companies in a competitive environment would be more open to sacrificing performance royalties, taking into account the obvious effect of television broadcasting to promote record sales.

In theory, the royalty rate without the coordination by a collecting society may even settle at a negative level, as evidenced by the long-term practice of payola, a reverse payment from individual music labels (sometimes music publishers) to radio/television broadcasters in exchange for more airtime of their own works.\textsuperscript{83} Collecting societies typically grant blanket licenses that charge users uniform prices based on business scales of sales revenue or square footage, regardless of which and how many songs are actually performed. This business model functions in a way similar to a price-fixing cartel that limits price competition between songs and music companies.\textsuperscript{84} However, game theory suggests that, as could happen to any price collusion among oligopolists, individual music companies have an inherent incentive to “cheat,” in other words, to compete secretly by offering broadcasters payola under the table to boost music sales and obtain a bigger share of the performance royalty pie. In this sense, payola may be regarded as one piece of evidence that the rates offered by collecting societies are too high and that persistent lobbying efforts by the music industry to outlaw payola actually aim to reinforce price collusion and discipline violators.\textsuperscript{85}

Several countries have imposed price control mechanisms, such as governmental agencies in charge of rate-setting proceedings, on collecting societies to protect users from potential supra-competitive pricing. Typical examples include the Copyright Licensing Tribunal in Denmark,\textsuperscript{86} the Copyright Tribunal in the United Kingdom,\textsuperscript{87} and the rate courts at the


\textsuperscript{84} See Richard A. Posner, Antitrust Law 30 (2d ed. 2001) (collecting societies are examples of the “benign cartel”); William M. Landes, Harm to Competition: Cartels, Mergers and Joint Ventures, 52 Antitrust L. J. 625, 632 (1983) (calling collecting societies "one of the hallmarks of a successful cartel").


\textsuperscript{86} See Riis & Schovsbo, supra note 48, at 476.

\textsuperscript{87} See About Us, COPYRIGHT TRIBUNAL, https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/copyright-tribunal/about.
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. Governmental rate-setting is notorious for giving rise to wasteful rent seeking, being susceptible to regulatory capture, and systematically underestimating the market values of intellectual products. These drawbacks will be further discussed in the context of various compulsory licenses, but it suffices to point out here, that the widespread imposition of governmental rate-setting in Nordic countries stands in dramatic contrast to the conventional wisdom that ECL regimes can achieve the best of both worlds—decreasing transaction costs and safeguarding market transactions.89

While the ECL may increase the market power of collecting societies, ample evidence exists indicating that collecting societies with monopolistic positions tend to have less incentive to improve their productive efficiency than those faced with fierce competition in the marketplace. Competitive American collecting societies ASCAP and BMI respectively spent 11.3%90 and 11.7%91 of their royalty revenues to offset administrative costs. By contrast, European collecting societies, most of which traditionally retained de jure monopoly within their respective territories, had pocketed 30% to 40% of royalties as administrative fees until market pressure intensified in the mid-1990s and resulted in a sizable decrease of overhead to 15%.92 The European Union has recently stipulated a directive on collective rights management for the very purpose of further rejuvenating Europe-wide competition between collecting societies from different member countries.93 Similarly, all of the Chinese collecting societies have monopolistic positions in their respective areas by operation of law.94 Their operating

88. Currently, Judge Denise Cote oversees rate-setting proceedings regarding ASCAP, and Judge Louis L. Stanton oversees rate-setting proceedings regarding BMI. See Music Marketplace Study, supra note 34, at 41.
89. See Rii & Schvosbo, supra note 48, at 473 (“ECLs have the effectiveness of compulsory licenses but at the same time leave right holders in control of the use of their works.”).
94. See Article 7, The Regulations of Copyright Collective Management (effective on Mar. 1, 2005), http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2011/content_1860740.htm (allowing no overlapping between the business scopes of different collecting societies).
efficiency is frequently called into question. For instance, collecting societies are semi-governmental organizations in China and their employees actually receive substantial stipends from the Chinese government.\footnote{See Ye Jiang, Changing Tides of Collective Licensing in China, 21 Mich. St. Int’l L. Rev. 729, 744 (2013).} Despite that, CAVCA, the collecting society that manages music videos used by karaoke parlors, was reported to distribute only 46\% of the royalties collected to copyright owners (including all composers, performers, and producers), retaining the rest as administrative costs.\footnote{See Yifei Tan, Zhongwenfa Profits from the Karaoke Supervision Platform—Discovering the Distribution Scheme of KTV Revenues, INFZM.COM (Mar. 25, 2010), http://www.infzm.com/content/42972/0.}

In addition, the proposed ECL in China likely runs a higher risk than the Nordic model of violating the three-step test under the TRIPS Agreement: “Members shall confine limitations or exceptions to exclusive rights to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder.”\footnote{TRIPS Agreement, supra note 31, Article 13. The ECL is likely to constitute “exceptions or limitations” under the TRIPS Agreement and the Berne Convention. See id.; Berne Convention, supra note 30, Article 9(2); Alain Strowel, Symposium: Collective Management of Copyrights: Solution or Sacrifice? The European “Extended Collective Licensing” Model, 34 Colum. J.L. & Arts 665, 669 (2011) (stating an ECL works in practice as an exception); cf. Séverine Dusollier & Caroline Colin, Symposium: Collective Management of Copyrights: Solution or Sacrifice? Peer-to-Peer File Sharing and Copyright: What Could Be the Role of Collective Management?, 34 Colum. J.L. & Arts 809, 826 (2011).} As a WTO panel sensibly explained, the first step of the three-step test, “certain special cases,” requires that limitations or exceptions be well-defined and limited in scope and reach.\footnote{See Report of the Panel, United States—Section 110(5) of the U.S. Copyright Act, ¶ 6.31, WTO Doc. WT/DS160/R (June 15, 2000).} The WTO panel went on to find that the business exemption under the U.S. Copyright Act\footnote{See 17 U.S.C. § 110(5) (2012).} clearly violates the first step by \textit{not} being limited to “certain special cases” because it effectively exempts 70\% of all eating and drinking establishments and 45\% of all retail establishments in the United States.\footnote{See Report of the Panel, supra note 98, ¶ 6.237.} In the same vein, if a Chinese collecting society like MCSC has recruited less than 10\% of Chinese musicians as its members,\footnote{See supra note 71 and accompanying text.} extending their licenses to the entirety of Chinese musicians would prejudice the exclusive rights of the unassociated 90\%, a vast majority that can hardly be reconciled with the requirement of “certain special cases.”
C. MARKET ALTERNATIVES

Admittedly, the proposed ECL offers advantages. First, the ECL, similar to any other form of collective management, is designed to minimize transaction costs.\(^{102}\) By pooling a large number of copyrighted works, collecting societies may theoretically generate economies of scale for authors in negotiating, auditing, and enforcing copyright licenses.\(^{103}\)

Second, the ECL system would establish a one-stop shop that particularly benefits prospective users who desire to clear all necessary licenses for a large repertoire of copyrighted works in a cost-effective way.

Third, the ECL could immediately and substantially strengthen the bargaining power of collecting societies against large market players.\(^{104}\) A high-level official at the NCAC once told a story that vividly illustrates this point: In 2010, the Chinese collecting society CWWCS discovered that Google had scanned 210,000 books written by 80,000 Chinese authors. It approached Google and claimed, “We are the only collecting society that manages literary works in China, and you need a license from us to scan

\(^{102}\). See Besen et al., supra note 32, at 383.

\(^{103}\). See Broadcast Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broad. Sys., Inc., 441 U.S. 1, 20 (1979):

ASCAP and the blanket license developed together out of the practical situation in the marketplace: thousands of users, thousands of copyright owners, and millions of compositions. Most users want unplanned, rapid, and indemnified access to any and all of the repertory of compositions, and the owners want a reliable method of collecting for the use of their copyrights. Individual sales transactions in this industry are quite expensive, as would be individual monitoring and enforcement, especially in light of the resources of single composers. Indeed, as both the Court of Appeals and CBS recognize, the costs are prohibitive for licenses with individual radio stations, nightclubs, and restaurants . . . and it was in that milieu that the blanket license arose.

\(^{104}\). See, e.g., Gervais, supra note 70, at 344 (“CMOs offer rightsholders the possibility of carrying a greater weight when negotiating with the larger users.”).
Chinese books for the Google Books Project.” However, Google subsequently found out that CWWCS only had about 6000 members, representing less than 10% of all Chinese authors. In other words, Google could still face liability from the other 90% of Chinese authors after paying the collecting society. Google quickly walked away, as any rational business would do. This story explains why the less representative a collecting society is, the more likely it is to desire an ECL. However, there is an obvious irony: the ECL system presupposes a highly representative and efficient collecting society that operates in a well-functioning copyright market; in reality, the strongest proponents of the ECL system are oftentimes nascent collecting societies that have yet to accumulate sufficient memberships in a market dominated by a large number of foreign or otherwise nonmember works.

Nevertheless, the proposed ECL is by no means the only way to increase representation. Another method is for collecting societies to improve their services and attract more members. In this sense, the fundamental concern about the proposed ECL is its potential effect on the incentives for collecting societies to offer authors better services by implementing new technologies and increasing operational efficiency.

Currently, without the benefits the proposed ECL provides, Chinese collecting societies sometimes provide an indemnification clause as part of their license agreements. Accordingly, collecting societies would defend and hold their users harmless from all copyright claims including those from non-members. These collecting societies essentially operate in a way

---


107. See supra note 33 and accompanying text.

108. See, e.g., Riis & Schovsbo, supra note 49, at 937 (noting Norwaco, the Norwegian collecting society that manages cable retransmission rights, requested the ECL power even though of the two hundred broadcasting channels in Norway, only fourteen were actually Norwegian); see also Liang, supra note 95, at 732 (2013) (noting the ECL was proposed in China, a country “[w]ith nascent collective societies and a vulnerable copyright regime”); Gervais, supra note 15, at 4 (“The advantage of the extended collective license system in Canada would be to place small collective management organizations (CMOs) on the same footing as large CMOs.”).

109. The indemnification clause appears to be common practice in the United States and in Europe. See Koskinen-Olsson, supra note 33, at 292; cf. Columbia Broad. Sys., Inc. v. American Soc. of Composers, 562 F.2d 130, 140 (2d Cir. 1977):

There is not enough evidence in the present record to compel a finding that the blanket license does not serve a market need for those who wish
similar to liability insurance companies. In the United States, prospective users could obtain virtually total freedom to use any musical works by purchasing blanket licenses in a competitive market of collecting societies that includes ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC. These successful examples demonstrate how market forces may both diminish transaction costs and give rise to dynamic competition toward efficiency.

In response to overwhelming opposition from the Chinese public, the second draft of the Chinese Copyright Reform Bill narrowed the scope of the proposed ECL to two areas: use of musical and audiovisual works in karaoke parlors; and use of literary, musical, artistic, and photographic works by broadcasting organizations. This proposal also makes little sense. Both karaoke parlors and music companies constitute commercial undertakings that operate in a highly organized and competitive marketplace. One would be hard-pressed to identify another pair of willing buyers and willing sellers that are more prepared to engage in market negotiations. These sectors arguably need the ECL the least. The ECL power would also be redundant for broadcasters should they continue to receive a compulsory license for uses of copyrighted works in their programs.

On a related note, Nordic countries originally designed the ECL not as a mechanism to encroach extensively on the exclusive rights of copyright owners but as a favored alternative to compulsory licenses. Should Chinese policymakers be determined to implement the Nordic approach faithfully, they should start by transforming existing compulsory licenses into the ECL regime. First, it would alleviate the rigidity and insensitivity to market reality inherent in existing compulsory licenses because authors

---

110. This contractual design is one of the reasons why Chinese collecting societies called for a new limitation on liability provision under copyright law for collecting society licensees. See Article 70, First Draft, supra note 4; see also Jichao Ma, The Necessity and Urgency of Implementing Extended Collective Licenses in Our Country, SINA (Nov. 30, 2011), http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_593badd10100xdbv.html (describing how CAVCA assisted karaoke parlors in handling lawsuits authors filed).

111. See Music Marketplace Study, supra note 34, at 19.

112. Article 60, Second Draft, supra note 4.


114. See Riis & Schovsbo, supra note 48, at 473.
would have a choice to opt out of the ECL and instead license their works directly. Second, for authors who prefer to stay within the ECL system, in most cases their copyright royalties would be decided through arms-length negotiations between collecting societies and prospective users. Third, the Chinese government would have a limited number of pilot projects to examine the long-term dynamics of the ECL regime first without unduly disturbing the status quo and vested interests.115

III. COMPULSORY LICENSE

The mechanical license under 17 U.S.C. § 115 originates from the first compulsory license in U.S. history that Congress established in 1909.116 It allows anyone to make and distribute phonorecords of a musical work after the work has been distributed to the public in the United States in phonorecords with permission, provided that the user serves a notice of intention, presents statements of account, and pays government-set royalties on a monthly basis.117 Mechanical licenses have opened the gate for other compulsory licenses to proliferate. Today, compulsory licenses cover usages ranging from non-interactive digital public performances of sound recordings118 and related ephemeral recordings119 to retransmission by satellite and cable of broadcast programs,120 over-the-air transmission of musical works by public broadcasting entities,121 and a public levy imposed on digital audio recording devices and media.122 ASCAP and BMI, which are collecting societies that manage public performance rights of musical works, are also subject to price control by the Southern District of New

---

115. The U.S. government appears to follow this cautious approach regarding the online music market. See Music Marketplace Study, supra note 34, at 1.
118. § 114(f).
119. § 112(e).
120. §§ 111, 119, 122.
121. § 118(b).
122. § 1003.
York rate courts.\textsuperscript{123} The provisions on compulsory licenses account for approximately 40\% of the 280-page U.S. Copyright Act as it stands.\textsuperscript{124}

The Chinese Copyright Law currently includes a provision similar to § 115 of the U.S. Copyright Act:

A producer of sound recording may use a musical work that has been legally recorded in a sound recording to produce another sound recording without permission of the copyright owner, provided that she pays statutorily set royalties. Nevertheless, such a use is not permitted for any work for which the copyright owner has declared that the use is prohibited.\textsuperscript{125}

The key difference between U.S. and Chinese mechanical licenses is that copyright owners are permitted to opt out of the compulsory license under the Chinese regime. In this sense, the Chinese provision is more analogous to the ECL system than a typical compulsory license. In any event, the provision has not drawn much public attention before the copyright reform because Chinese musicians and music companies routinely opt out.

The first draft of the Chinese Copyright Reform Bill proposed to transform the mechanical license into a compulsory license by removing the opt-out option in the current provision.\textsuperscript{126} The proposed change sparked an outcry in the Chinese music industry. A number of top Chinese musicians publicly voiced their concerns that the compulsory license would be tantamount to an endorsement of piracy and a disincentive to invest in original music compositions.\textsuperscript{127} The Record Industry Commission of the China Audio-Video Association, which mostly represents potential users of the compulsory license, issued a public statement lamenting that the

\textsuperscript{123} ASCAP and BMI are governed by consent decrees imposed as a result of antitrust complaints filed by the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice. It brought a civil action in 1941 which led to the first consent decree (U.S. v. ASCAP, 1940-1943 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 56, 104 (S.D.N.Y. 1941)); it was then modified in 1950 (U.S. v. ASCAP, 1950-1951 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 62, 595 (S.D.N.Y. 1950)), again in 1960 (U.S. v. ASCAP, 1960 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 69, 612 (S.D.N.Y. 1960)), and most recently in 2001 (U.S. v. ASCAP, 2001 WL 1589999 (S.D.N.Y.)). The first consent order regarding BMI was issued in 1941 (U.S. v. BMI, 1940-1943 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 56, 096 (E.D. Wisc. 1941)), and was modified twice: in 1966 (U.S. v. BMI, 1966 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 71, 941 (S.D.N.Y. 1966)) and 1994 (U.S. v. BMI, 1996-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 71, 378 (S.D.N.Y. 1994)).

\textsuperscript{124} The full text of the U.S. Copyright Act is available at http://copyright.gov/title17/.

\textsuperscript{125} Article 40, Chinese Copyright law, supra note 113.

\textsuperscript{126} Article 46, First Draft, supra note 4.

\textsuperscript{127} See Tang Yue, Songwriters Say Copyright Draft Doesn’t Protect, CHINA DAILY (Apr. 6, 2012), http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-04/06/content_14986887.html (quoting Gao Xiaosong and Li Guangping).
The proposal would deprive copyright owners of their licensing rights, destroy the business models of the music industry, and exacerbate the difficulties of musicians who have been fighting an uphill battle with widespread copyright piracy.128

The NCAC explained that the compulsory license would be useful for preventing musical composition monopolies.129 This explanation, according to musicians, showed how much the government officials had lost touch with the reality in the music industry.130 Musicians contended that, facing widespread piracy and competing with free illegal copies, most of them struggle to make ends meet. At present, none of the Chinese music companies is even financially strong enough to go public, let alone create a monopoly.131 By contrast, some downstream users like Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent, which Chinese policymakers intend to protect from any monopoly, are among the most powerful companies in the world with dominant market positions and multi-billion dollar assets.132 A compulsory license that deprives musicians of their exclusive rights would amplify the already massive bargaining imbalance between technology providers and content providers.

The concerns of Chinese musicians and music companies are not unfounded, especially in light of their previous experience with another compulsory license for broadcasting organizations. Under the Chinese Copyright Law of 1990, radio and television stations that broadcast published sound recordings for non-commercial purposes enjoyed a total exemption from any claims of copyright owners, performers, or sound recorders.133 This provision contributed to the rapid growth of piracy in China.134

---


131. Ren & Xu, supra note 130.

recording producers. This provision was arguably inconsistent with the Berne Convention and the three-step test under the TRIPS Agreement. Therefore, right before China joined the WTO on December 11, 2001, the Chinese Copyright Law of 2001 turned the exemption into a compulsory license: “Radio and television stations may broadcast published sound recordings without the permission of copyright owners but shall pay remunerations, unless the relevant parties have agreed otherwise. Detailed measures shall be formulated by the State Council.” However, for the first eight years after the enactment of the compulsory license, Chinese broadcasting organizations, which are mostly resourceful state-owned enterprises, had wielded their lobbying powers to effectively block any initiatives to stipulate the detailed measures. During that period, they continued to use all musical works for free. It was not until 2010 that radio and television stations gradually started negotiating with the MCSC, the collecting society responsible for managing the compulsory license. This experience taught the music industry how vulnerable compulsory licenses were to regulatory capture by lobbying groups.

As a result of strong opposition from Chinese musicians and music companies, the third draft of the Chinese Copyright Reform Bill totally removed the compulsory license for mechanical reproductions together with the pre-existing provision. In recent years, compulsory licensing has actually returned to the spotlight in copyright scholarship. It has been proffered as a solution to orphan works and mass digitization. Several commentators suggest legalizing peer-to-peer file sharing in exchange for a levy imposed on information technologies including Internet access.

134. Berne Convention, supra note 30, Article 11 bis(1).
135. TRIPS Agreement, supra note 31, Article 13.
137. Article 44, Chinese Copyright Law, supra note 113.
140. Third Draft, supra note 4.
U.S. Supreme Court in *eBay v. MercExchange* reinforces the discretionary powers of federal courts to withhold injunctive relief in intellectual property cases, which is arguably equivalent to a judiciary-imposed compulsory license. \(^{143}\) The rejection of mechanical compulsory licenses in Chinese law serves as a reminder to reevaluate the efficacy and efficiency of compulsory licenses in the digital age. This Part focuses on three traditional rationales for compulsory licenses: monopoly prevention, transaction costs, and political compromise.

A. **COPYRIGHT AND MONOPOLY**

When the 1909 Copyright Act first introduced the compulsory license in the United States, Congress indeed intended to prevent the emergence of a monopoly power. \(^{144}\) In the early 1900s, when piano rolls became one of the most popular ways for families to enjoy music in private, \(^{145}\) federal courts faced the thorny question of whether mechanical renderings of musical compositions without authorization constituted copyright infringement. \(^{146}\) The Supreme Court held in *White-Smith Music Publishing v. Apollo* that a piano roll was not a “copy” within the meaning of the Copyright Act because humans normally were unable to “see and read” the musical composition reproduced on a piano roll.\(^ {147}\)

Although the majority decision in the *Apollo* case found piano rolls not liable for copyright infringement, it was accompanied by a powerful concurrence from Justice Holmes pleading for legislative recognition of mechanical rights. \(^{148}\) Music publishers had been lobbying Congress for a legislative intervention even prior to the *Apollo* decision. \(^ {149}\) Against this
backdrop, the Aeolian Company set out to actively acquire the not-yet-existing mechanical rights in musical compositions speculating that Congress would soon pass a bill to totally reverse the Apollo holding.\textsuperscript{150} The Aeolian Company was a leading manufacturer of piano rolls and received a patent on its player piano, the Pianola.\textsuperscript{151} Due to the legal uncertainty surrounding mechanical rights, the Aeolian Company managed to quickly accumulate a significant share in the music market on relatively favorable terms and conditions: Eighty-seven members of the Music Publishers Association granted exclusive mechanical licenses, which in the aggregate represented 381,598 compositions and accounted for 43% of the total market.\textsuperscript{152}

The anticompetitive implications of the above practice deeply concerned Congress in 1909, which warned that, if mechanical rights were formally enacted, “not only would there be a possibility of a great music trust in this country and abroad, but arrangements are being actively made to bring it about.”\textsuperscript{153} As a result, the 1909 Copyright Act on the one hand overruled the Apollo decision by, for the first time, granting authors exclusive rights to reproduce musical works in phonorecords; on the other hand though, the Act created a compulsory license for subsequent mechanical reproductions of musical works to address the antitrust concern.\textsuperscript{154}

No matter how realistic the threat of a music cartel was in light of the actions taken by the Aeolian Company (which ceased to exist decades ago), the antitrust rationale for compulsory licenses finds little support in modern

\textsuperscript{150} See SANJEK, supra note 145, at 23, 400.
\textsuperscript{151} Id.; U.S. Patent No. 765,645 (filed Nov. 16, 1899).
\textsuperscript{153} H.R. REP. NO. 60-2222, at 8 (1909); S. REP. NO. 60-1108, at 8 (1909).
copyright regimes. Copyrights rarely confer market power in the same manner patents do because different copyrighted works are often good (albeit not perfect) substitutes for each other. The high degree of substitutability lies primarily in several legal doctrines in copyright law. First, the idea/expression dichotomy mandates that copyright protection only extend to expressions rather than to ideas in a work of authorship. This principle suggests that a subsequent author could intentionally imitate a pre-existing work as closely as possible, provided the borrowing is limited to unprotected ideas. Second, in accordance with the copying requirement, the exclusive rights of a copyright owner only cover actual copying of her expression. A work of authorship created independently, however similar to a pre-existing one, does not constitute copyright infringement. Indeed, such a work would likely be considered original and entitled to a copyright separate from the pre-existing one. As a result, similar works of authorship abound in the marketplace due to either deliberate imitation or coincidental repetitiveness.

Additionally, the overall concentration in the music market does not reach a level that would generate real market powers for any firms to restrict music production and inflate music prices, at least according to the Federal Trade Commission, which approved the acquisition of EMI by its direct

155. As mentioned above, the majority of music market at the time was controlled by music publishers unrelated to the Aeolian Company. See supra note 152 and accompanying text.

156. See Edmund W. Kitch, Elementary and Persistent Errors in the Economic Analysis of Intellectual Property, 53 VAND. L. REV. 1727, 1730 (2000) (arguing that “copyrights do not prevent competitors from creating works with the same functional characteristics”); Goldstein, supra note 29, at 86 (“Although we would prefer not to admit it, one author’s expression will always be substitutable for another’s.”).

157. 17 U.S.C. § 102(a)–(b) (2012). It is not an overstatement that most countries recognize the idea/expression dichotomy since the TRIPS Agreement includes such a provision. See TRIPS Agreement, supra note 31, Article 9(2) (“Copyright protection shall extend to expressions and not to ideas, procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as such.”).

158. In other words, the social costs of copyrights are limited access to a work created by the author, while the social costs of patents are limited access to certain inventions created either by the patentee or by any third party.

159. See, e.g., Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 81 F.2d 49, 54 (2d Cir. 1936) (“[B]ut if by some magic a man who had never known it were to compose anew Keats’s Ode on a Grecian Urn, he would be an ‘author,’ and, if he copyrighted it, others might not copy that poem, though they might of course copy Keats’s.”).

160. To this extent, copyright law drastically differs from patent law, under which the exclusivity of patent rights is relatively strong, covering not only unscrupulous copying but also independent creation of the same invention.
competitors in 2012. In terms of music publishing, three major firms, Sony/ATV Music Publishing (“Sony/ATV”), Universal Music Publishing Group (“UMPG”), and Warner/Chappell Music respectively control 22.4%, 28.9%, and 17.4% of the music publishing market. Because digital technology has lowered the market entry barriers regarding music production and distribution costs, the majors are faced with increasing competition from thousands of independent music publishers including Kobalt Music Group and BMG Chrysalis, which have in the aggregate grown from 31.6% of the market in 2007 to 35% in 2014.

The recording sector, mostly downstream users of mechanical licenses, features a market structure similar to the publishing sector. There are three major labels, Universal Music Group (“UMG”), Sony Music Entertainment, Inc. (“SME”), and Warner Music Group (“WMG”) that respectively hold 27.5%, 22%, and 14.6% market shares. Hundreds of independent labels combined account for 35.1% of record industry revenues. Furthermore, major music labels and major music publishers are subject to common corporate ownership. UMPG is owned by UMG, the Sony Corporation owns SME and half of Sony/ATV, and Warner/Chappell Music is a division of WMG. These factors suggest that music publishers would rarely be able to leverage their bargaining powers against music labels in negotiating mechanical licenses, regardless of any constraints created by a compulsory license.


163. See id.


Music publishers also have to deal with even more formidable market players of the caliber of Apple, Amazon, and Google in the digital environment. The digital music market is clearly more concentrated than the music publishing market. For instance, iTunes (64%) and Amazon MP3 (16%) combined control 80% of the music download market, 166 and YouTube alone accounts for 77.6% of Internet video visits. 167 Artificially limiting the bargaining powers of music publishers would effectively reinforce the dominant positions of Internet service providers. 168

There is no guarantee that anticompetitive behaviors would not emerge in any copyright industry. However, antitrust statutes incorporate more comprehensive and sophisticated mechanisms than does the Copyright Act to handle anticompetitive concerns, allowing for both specialized government agency and private enforcement. 169 It appears grossly disproportionate to subject a whole industry to a compulsory license for the purpose of redressing a limited number of wrongdoings.

B. TRANSACTION COSTS AND RENT SEEKING COSTS

Another conventional justification for compulsory licenses is minimal transaction costs because prospective users may unilaterally decide to use copyrighted works upon payment of statutory royalties without negotiation with copyright owners. 170 However, recent empirical studies present strong...
evidence demonstrating that private parties continue to actively bargain in
the shadow of compulsory licenses and other liability rules.171

Ironically, a typical example is precisely the first compulsory license.
Although the U.S. government has regularly set royalty rates for various
mechanical licenses, a majority of music labels approach private
clearinghouses, such as the Harry Fox Agency, to negotiate for mechanical
licenses.172 The music labels apparently find the monthly accounting
obligations under § 115 too cumbersome and prefer to directly negotiate
with the Harry Fox Agency, which offers quarterly accounting as a standard
practice.173 In other words, the administrative costs incurred for compulsory
licenses outweigh the transaction costs involved in private negotiations.

Not only do private parties routinely contract around compulsory
license terms, but the U.S. Copyright Act also contains built-in mechanisms
to encourage private negotiations prior to, and during the course of,
governmental rate-setting proceedings. For instance, Congress requires that
voluntary licenses negotiated between copyright owners and prospective
users take precedence over the rates and terms set by government
agencies.174 Congress also provides antitrust exemptions for both parties to
compulsory licenses so that they could respectively designate common
agents to negotiate royalty rates.175 The rate-setting proceedings specifically
set aside a three-week period for settlement negotiations.176

While compulsory licenses have limited effects in minimizing
transaction costs, they usually generate additional administrative costs
unseen in private transactions. Both copyright owners and prospective users
have strong incentives to invest substantial resources in lobbying
government agencies\textsuperscript{177} for favorable royalty rates (often referred to as rent-seeking costs or influence costs).\textsuperscript{178} The legislative history of the 1976 Copyright Act pointed to the sheer magnitude of expenditures by lobbyists trying to influence the licensing rates. In the first comprehensive amendment of the U.S. Copyright Act in sixty years, over 32\% of the 1976 hearings record was devoted to rates.\textsuperscript{179} ASCAP, which is subject to rate-setting proceedings by rate courts, more recently admitted, “ASCAP and applicants have collectively expended well in excess of one hundred million dollars on litigation expenses related to rate court proceedings, much of that incurred since only 2009.”\textsuperscript{180}

The proceedings regarding webcaster royalties provide another dramatic illustration.\textsuperscript{181} While the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995 recognizes “the exclusive right to perform the copyrighted work publicly by means of a digital audio transmission,” it simultaneously provides for a compulsory license covering non-interactive webcasting services.\textsuperscript{182} However, no royalty negotiations for such services started until the passage of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998,\textsuperscript{183} which further clarified the rate-setting standards. A large number of webcasters had emerged operating practically in a royalty-free environment by the time the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel (“CARP”) proceedings officially concluded in 2002.\textsuperscript{184} The Library of

\textsuperscript{177.} Congress created the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (“CRT”), with five commissioners appointed by the President, to adjust the royalty rate. See Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, §§ 801–802, 90 Stat. 2541, 2594–96 (1976). The CRT was replaced in 1993 by the Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel (“CARP”) system; rather than permanent appointees, the CARP arbitrators were convened for specific rate proceedings. See Copyright Royalty Tribunal Reform Act of 1993, Pub. No. 103-198, §802, 107 Stat. 2304, 2305 (1993). The CARP system, in turn, was replaced in 2004 by the current system, the Copyright Royalty Board (“CRB”), which is composed of three administrative judges (“Copyright Royalty Judges”) appointed by the Librarian of Congress. See 17 U.S.C. § 801 (2012); Copyright Royalty and Distribution Reform Act of 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-419, 118 Stat. 2341 (2004).


\textsuperscript{180.} See Music Marketplace Study, supra note 34, at 93.


Congress ("LOC") affirmed the CARP decision to set per-performance rates, including $0.0007 per performance for commercial webcasters and $0.0002 per performance for non-commercial webcasters.\textsuperscript{185} Webcasters who felt the CARP rates overly burdensome acted immediately to lobby for an amendment in Congress, which passed the Small Webcasters Settlement Act of 2002 to suspend the implementation of the CARP decision and encourage SoundExchange to negotiate directly with webcasters for alternative royalty structures.\textsuperscript{186} Both parties eventually reached agreements (effective through 2005), under which small webcasters would pay a graduated percentage-of-revenue rate and non-commercial webcasters would pay a flat rate.\textsuperscript{187} In essence, the CARP proceedings, which reportedly incurred $25 million in legal fees and witness costs, were completely superseded by private negotiations.\textsuperscript{188}

The drama repeated itself five years later despite Congress attempted to streamline rate-setting procedures by replacing the ad hoc CARP with the Copyright Royalty Board (CRB), consisting of three standing Copyright Royalty Judges.\textsuperscript{189} In 2007, the CRB similarly ruled in favor of a per-performance structure for commercial webcasters, establishing a graduated rate starting from $0.0008 for 2006.\textsuperscript{190} Several webcasters expectedly objected to the CRB rates and filed appeals in the D.C. Circuit.\textsuperscript{191} Meanwhile, they quickly returned to Congress, which again enacted legislative solutions following the exact pattern of the Small Webcaster Settlement Act of 2002.\textsuperscript{192} With the authority from Congress to engage in private negotiations for alternative licensing rates, SoundExchange reached another round of agreements with a wide variety of webcasters (effective through 2015). As a result, commercial pureplay internet radio services

\textsuperscript{185} See id.
\textsuperscript{190} 37 C.F.R. § 380.3(a)(1) (2012).
agreed to pay 25% of gross revenues or a per-performance rate lower than the CRB rate, whichever greater.\textsuperscript{193} The clock for the next round of CRB proceedings has started ticking as the rate-setting under Section 114 takes place every five years by operation of law.\textsuperscript{194}

The above examples reveal that private negotiation and government lobbying are normally intertwined in the context of compulsory licenses. Contrary to the conventional wisdom that compulsory licenses simplify licensing processes, they essentially add rent-seeking costs on top of transaction costs.

C. POLITICAL COMPROMISE

Monopoly concerns and transaction costs are not the whole story for traditional compulsory licenses. In cases involving new information technologies, Congress has sometimes enacted a compulsory license to broker a compromise between dueling stakeholder groups of technology providers who demanded unabridged access to copyrighted works and of copyright owners who asserted exclusive rights over new uses of their works.

Take the \textit{Apollo} case as an example. Piano rolls, a technological innovation back then, produced new uses of musical compositions, and so music publishers approached the judiciary for legal remedies by suing the technology manufacturer.\textsuperscript{195} The district court in \textit{Apollo} ruled in favor of the defendant due to the lack of clear guidance in the Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{196} By the time the case was finally before the Supreme Court several years later, the new uses had become sufficiently widespread that the Supreme Court had to reluctantly affirm the district court’s decision and call upon Congress to reform the outdated statute in response to new technologies.\textsuperscript{197} Faced with forceful lobbying by a thriving new technology industry and the potential public relations nightmare of outlawing everyday activities by millions of consumers, Congress was compelled to mediate a political compromise through a compulsory license:\textsuperscript{198} Technology providers could continue their business models without the constraints of exclusive rights;

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{193} Notification of Agreements under the Webcaster Settlement Act of 2009, 74 Fed. Reg. 34,796, 34,799–800 (July 17, 2009).
\bibitem{194} 17 U.S.C. § 804(b)(3) (2012).
\bibitem{195} White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co., 209 U.S. 1, 8 (1908).
\bibitem{196} \textit{Id.} at 8.
\bibitem{197} \textit{Id.} at 9 (indicating millions of piano rolls and player pianos were manufactured).
\end{thebibliography}
in exchange, copyright owners received presumably equitable remuneration to maintain creative incentive.199

Such political dynamics became a recurrent theme for other compulsory licenses. In the 1960s and 70s, when copyright owners brought actions against cable operators for augmenting local signals and importing distant signals, the Supreme Court twice affirmed district court decisions in favor of the defendants, holding that cable systems did not involve public performance because they were more aligned with a viewer function than a broadcaster function.200 Two years later, in the 1976 Copyright Act, Congress responded by carving out a compulsory license for cable retransmission.201 In the 1980s, while movie studios sought injunctive relief to enjoin the distribution of analog video recorders, the Supreme Court again sided with the district court, which found no indirect liabilities for a manufacturer whose machines facilitated time shifting by television viewers.202 Seven years later, the advent of digital audio recorders (which could generate unlimited copies without quality degradation) started to push the envelope of the Sony holding.203 Congress consequently enacted the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992 to impose a levy on digital audio recording devices and media, and prohibited any copyright actions against the providers and their consumers.204

By contrast, the market landscape would have been dramatically different if a court initially did not hesitate to uphold the exclusive rights of copyright owners over new uses of copyrighted works. Taking peer-to-peer file sharing as an example, when a district court issued a preliminary injunction against Napster in 1999,205 which was essentially affirmed by the Ninth Circuit in 2002,206 music labels and technology providers actively engaged in private negotiations for voluntary licenses, both inside and


outside of the legal proceedings. A robust digital music market has quickly emerged, starting from the launch of the iTunes store in 2003, which not only changed the fate of then-ailing Apple but also permanently changed the way people purchase music. Unsurprisingly, Congress has not issued any compulsory license for file sharing despite the pleadings from several high-profile scholars.

A compulsory license that substitutes reasonable remuneration for exclusive rights might not obstruct a copyright market if the government-set rates could accurately reflect the market values that would otherwise be revealed through private transactions. However, empirical evidence from several natural experiments appears to suggest that the government has an inherent tendency to underestimate the value of copyrighted works in rate-setting proceedings. For instance, no matter how closely the two-cent rate for mechanical licenses imitated the market rates in 1909, it would be hard to justify that the rate stayed two cents for almost seventy years from 1909 to 1978. During the same period of time, overall inflation increased by 500%, suggesting the real value of the two-cent rate decreased by 500%. Likewise, the current 9.1-cent rate in 2015 remains significantly lower than the two-cent rate in 1909, which amounts to over fifty cents in 2015 after adjustment for inflation.

The rapid depreciation of statutory royalties dramatically contrasts the growing importance of musical works in the digital age. In 2004, several music publishers and music labels, uncertain whether ringtones fell into the definition of Digital Phonorecord Delivery under the compulsory license, 207 see Jeff Leeds, Bertelsmann Reaches Deal with EMI over Napster, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 27, 2007), http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/27/business/media/27music.html?_r=0 (reporting Bertelsmann reached an agreement to invest in Napster).


209. See supra note 142 and accompanying text.


entered into voluntary licensing agreements. These market transactions established a royalty rate for ringtones at twenty-four cents per use, drastically higher than the 9.1-cent rate set by the government. Remarkably, ringtones usually use short excerpts of musical works, which highlights how much the government-set rate undervalues full-length works. Similarly, several music publishers sought in 2013 to withdraw new media rights from ASCAP and BMI to bypass the rate-setting proceedings at rate courts and negotiate directly with service providers for higher royalties. As a result, EMI received a rate equivalent to the ASCAP rate of 1.85% for non-interactive streaming services but without a deduction for ASCAP surcharges; Sony/ATV obtained a prorated share of 5% (equivalent to a 2.28% implied rate for ASCAP); and UMG negotiated a prorated share of 7.5% (equivalent to a 3.42% implied rate for ASCAP).

Several phenomena in the copyright market explain why compulsory licenses may systematically undercompensate authors for the market values of copyright licenses. First, the unauthorized version of a copyrighted work, if distributed to the public in a poor quality, inflicts a reputational harm to the author, which may scarcely be quantifiable in any compulsory licenses. Such reputational harms are actually as relevant to financial

---

213. Mechanical and Digital Phonorecord Delivery Rate Adjustment Proceeding, 71 Fed. Reg. 64,303, 64,308–09 (Nov. 1, 2006).
214. 37 C.F.R. § 385.3(b) (2015).
215. Mechanical and Digital Phonorecord Delivery Rate Determination Proceeding, 74 Fed. Reg. 4509, 4522 (Jan. 26, 2009) (Music publishers introduced the negotiated agreements as marketplace benchmarks and secured a much higher rate for ringtones than the rate for full songs.).
218. See, e.g., Nintendo of Am. Inc. v. Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc., No. 90-15936, 1991 WL 5171, at *5 (9th Cir. Jan. 24, 1991) (“A large portion of the harm to Galoob and Nintendo from either granting or denying the preliminary injunction would be financially compensable. However, Nintendo introduced evidence in the court below that the sale of Game Genie could cause irreparable harm to its design strategy, reputation, and its right to create derivative works.”); Columbus Rose Ltd. v. New Millennium Press, No. 02 CIV. 2634(JGK), 2002 WL 1033560, at *11 (S.D.N.Y. May 20, 2002) (holding that plaintiff’s “name and artistic reputation are his major assets,” which “cannot be remedied by a monetary award”) (internal quotation marks omitted); Art Line, Inc. v. Universal Design Collections, Inc., 966 F. Supp. 737, 744–45 (N.D. Ill. 1997); Clifford Ross Co. v. Nelvana, Ltd., 710 F. Supp. 517, 520–21 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) (“[I]t is well established that loss to artistic reputation . . . cannot be compensated for in money damages.”), aff’d, 883 F.2d 1022 (2d Cir. 1989).
interests as to moral rights because “the ultimate commercial success of an ‘artist’ often depends on name recognition and reputation with the value and popularity of each succeeding work depending upon the ‘name’ established through commercial exploitation of preceding works.”\footnote{Concrete Mach. Co. v. Classic Lawn Ornaments, Inc., 843 F.2d 600, 611 (1st Cir. 1988); see also Ty, Inc. v. GMA Accessories, Inc., 132 F.3d 1167, 1173 (7th Cir. 1997); Gilliam v. Am. Broad. Cos., 538 F.2d 14 (2d Cir. 1976).} In voluntary agreements, copyright owners may insist on extensive involvement in the editing process, request a prior approval for every proposed change, or otherwise wield quality control over the licensed versions. It is unclear whether such quality control is practical, or even possible, in compulsory licenses. Second, creative industries involve a notoriously high degree of uncertainty in consumer preferences. Therefore, copyright owners traditionally maintain a large portfolio of different works that they use to cross-subsidize experimental or pioneer works with lucrative revenues from bestsellers.\footnote{See \textit{Goldstein}, supra note 29, at 83; Barry W. Tyerman, \textit{The Economic Rationale for Copyright Protection for Published Books: A Reply to Professor Breyer}, 18 \textit{UCLA L. REV.} 1100, 1121 (1971).} Uniform reasonable royalties set for compulsory licenses would likely undercompensate copyright owners for their business risks in producing a variety of works. Third, copyright owners would lose the ability to grant an exclusive license in the shadow of a compulsory license. The total royalties from several nonexclusive licenses would probably still be less than those from a single exclusive license due to the erosion of market power by multiple competitors. Fourth, unlike private negotiations, the rate-setting proceedings are susceptible to lobbying pressures in a political environment where lower royalty rates are understandably more popular among potential voters and powerful technology sectors.\footnote{See supra note 184 and accompanying text.} Fifth, compulsory licenses may result in uneven bargaining positions between copyright owners and prospective users. Where the government-set rate is too high, a licensee could always ask for a discounted rate from a copyright owner or simply cease using her work.\footnote{The dramas surrounding webcasting royalty rates somewhat illustrate the bargaining power of copyright users to demand lower rates under compulsory licenses. \textit{See supra} text accompanying note 181.} By contrast, if the government-set rate is too low, a copyright owner would be unable to stop the other party from using her work and therefore have much less leverage to bargain for a higher rate.\footnote{However, it does not follow that a copyright owner would never have any chance to bargain for higher royalties in the context of a compulsory license. For narrow exceptions, see Lemley, \textit{supra} note 24, at 463.} In most cases, the compulsory license creates a ceiling for the
amount copyright owners may realistically bargain for in private negotiations. This explains why both parties often incur substantial expenses to litigate and lobby for a compulsory license they rarely use in practice.

IV. ORPHAN WORKS AND MASS DIGITIZATION

“Orphan works” refer to the situations where a prospective user who wishes to obtain a license for a copyrighted work cannot identify or locate the copyright owner with a reasonably diligent search. Faced with the possibility of expensive copyright litigation and ensuing statutory damages, risk-averse users such as libraries, museums, and archives would often shy away from a projected use that could otherwise generate substantial social value. Meanwhile, the copyright owner, if located, might be more than happy to grant the user a license. As a result, excessive transaction costs involved in locating relevant parties in effect prevent a mutually beneficial transaction from taking place.

The increased attention to orphan works stems from a number of modern developments in international copyright regimes. First, many countries, including the United States and most European nations, have extended the duration of copyright protection to life plus seventy years. Generally, the longer the time having elapsed since a copyrighted work was created and published, the more difficult it is to ascertain its current ownership. Second, the Berne Convention requires member countries to remove registration.

224. See Music Marketplace Study, supra note 34, at 93.

The complexity of compliance, and the associated transactions costs, create a curious anomaly: virtually no one uses section 115 to license reproductions of musical works, yet the parties in this proceeding are willing to expend considerable time and expense to litigate its royalty rates and terms. The Judges are, therefore, seemingly tasked with setting rates and terms for a useless license. The testimony in this proceeding makes clear, however, that despite its disuse, the section 115 license exerts a ghost-in-the-attic like effect on all those who live below it. Thus, the rates and terms that we set today will have considerable impact on the private agreements that enable copyright users to clear the rights for reproduction and distribution of musical works.

228. Berne Convention, supra note 30, Article 5.
notice, and any other formalities as preconditions for the enjoyment and exercise of copyright.\textsuperscript{229} This requirement practically decreases the incentives for authors to provide sufficient ownership information. Third, digital technology has made it possible to copy and distribute a vast volume of copyrighted works, which quickly multiplies transaction costs required to locate relevant copyright owners.\textsuperscript{230}

Recent studies demonstrated that orphan work problems are prevalent and have significant effects on public interests.\textsuperscript{231} For instance, a 2012 survey conducted in the United Kingdom estimated staggering percentages of orphan works:\textsuperscript{232} (i) National History Museum, London – 25\% of its 500,000 item collection; (ii) European Film Archives – 4\% to 7\% of its 3.2 million titles; (iii) Imperial War Archive – 20\% of its 11 million item collection; (iv) National History Museum, London – 20\% of its one million book collection; and (v) National Library of Scotland – around 20\% of its 1.5 million book collection. Similarly, several U.S. projects discovered significant shares of orphan works among various library collections, usually in the range of 25\% to 50\%.\textsuperscript{233}


\textsuperscript{230.} For cases involving millions of works distributed online, see, for example, Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 336 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2003); Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014); Authors Guild v. Google, Inc., 804 F.3d 202 (2d Cir. 2015).


Many countries in the world have introduced creative legal mechanisms to resolve orphan work problems. This Part is focused on two proposals that may be loosely called the “limitation on liability” approach and the “compulsory license” approach. Additionally, this Part will briefly evaluate various proposals regarding the related but slightly different issue of mass digitization using the Google Books Project as an example.

A. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY VERSUS COMPULSORY LICENSE

The U.S. Copyright Office initially deliberated on the “limitation on liability” approach in its well-known 2006 Report on Orphan Works. The report drew inspiration from a 2003 book suggesting that copyright law establish a mechanism similar to marketable title under property law to provide incentives for authors to regularly update ownership information and facilitate copyright transactions. Following these recommendations, Congress introduced multiple bills for orphan works in 2006 and 2008 (none of which have passed). This approach includes the following elements:

(i) A copyrighted work is considered an orphan work where the user is unable to identify and locate the copyright owner with a good faith diligent search;

(ii) A user can start to use the orphan work after filing a notice of use with a government authority;

(iii) If the copyright owner emerges and alleges copyright liabilities, retrospective monetary relief would be limited to reasonable compensation,


235. See Authors Guild v. Google, Inc., 804 F.3d 202, 213 (2d Cir. 2015).

236. See 2006 Orphan Works Study, supra note 37, at 16. Those recommendations are restated in 2015 Orphan Works Study, supra note 21, at 3. The “limitation on liability” approach is different from the argument that the orphan status of a copyrighted work automatically weighs in favor of fair use. The moment that the user is sued for copyright infringement, the works ceases to be an orphan. Therefore, a denial of all remedies, particularly injunctive relief and future royalties, are not justified in many cases.

237. See Goldstein, supra note 79, at 203 (confirmed by a drafter of the report who worked at the U.S. Copyright Office at the time).

i.e., the amount that a willing buyer and a willing seller would have agreed upon before the use began;

(iv) Eligible nonprofit institutions including certain schools, museums, libraries, archives, and public broadcasters would not be subject to any monetary relief for noncommercial uses of orphan works unless they do not promptly cease their uses after receiving notice from the copyright owner; and

(v) A court has the authority to impose injunctive relief upon request of the copyright owner to enjoin further uses of the orphan work accounting for the reliance interests of, and the original expressions added by, the user.

One may argue that the U.S. Copyright Act already contains a watered-down version of the “limitation on liability” approach in the context of mechanical licenses where, if the copyright owner is not locatable in public records, the user may file a notice of intention with the U.S. Copyright Office and then use the work royalty-free until the owner emerges. In 2012, the European Union issued the Directive on Certain Permitted Uses of Orphan Works, which builds on another watered-down version of the U.S. model by providing an exemption for public interest missions of “libraries, educational establishments and museums . . . archives, film or audio heritage institutions and public-service broadcasting organizations.”

By contrast, Canada is a celebrated example that has implemented the “compulsory license” approach to tackle orphan work problems, joined by a handful of other countries including the United Kingdom, Hungary.

241. Copyright Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42, s. 77.
India, India,244 Japan,245 and Korea.246 Although slight variations exist among these countries, their approach may be summarized based loosely on the Canadian model:

(i) A published work is considered an orphan work where the user is unable to identify and locate the copyright owner with a reasonable effort;

(ii) A user may apply to the Copyright Board (or counterpart authorities in other countries) for a compulsory license to use the orphan work;

(iii) The Copyright Board would grant the compulsory license, usually nonexclusive and nontransferable in nature, if the user sufficiently proves her reasonable effort in searching for the copyright owner;

(iv) The Copyright Board is responsible for establishing the royalty rates and usage conditions for the compulsory license;

(v) The user shall pay her royalties to a collecting society designated by the Copyright Board (or directly to a government agency in several other countries); and

(vi) The collecting society will retain the royalties in escrow while trying to locate the copyright owner for a certain period of time. If the copyright owner does not emerge after the period, the collecting society may allocate the royalties for other purposes, e.g., defraying its administrative costs or funding social and cultural activities.

B. THE INCENTIVE ANALYSIS

The 2012 Chinese Copyright Reform Bill expectedly follows the “compulsory license” approach largely because it would result in rent-seeking opportunities for interest groups like collecting societies:

If the user is unable to identify and locate, with a diligent search, the copyright owner of a published work which copyright has not expired, the user may use the work in a digitalized form after filing an application with, and deposit a royalty at, the organization designated by the copyright administrative authority of the State Council.247

Notably, evidence from countries already implementing this approach demonstrates that prospective users of orphan works rarely utilize such compulsory licenses. For example, for the twenty-seven-year period from 1988 to 2015, the Copyright Board of Canada has issued only 283 compulsory licenses, which amounts to approximately ten licenses per year. This number is drastically dwarfed by the millions of existing orphan works.

It is easy to understand why the “compulsory license” approach is not popular among potential users, especially compared to the “limitation on liability” approach. First, each time a user wishes to obtain a compulsory license to use an orphan work, she must prove to the satisfaction of the government authority that the copyright owner is not locatable with a good faith diligent search. By contrast, with the “limitation on liability,” a user would have to establish her reasonable search in negotiation or in court only if the copyright owner emerges. Therefore, the “limitation on liability” approach has the advantage of saving administrative costs for both users and adjudicators.

Second, the “compulsory license” approach requires orphan works users to pay copyright royalties upfront, while the “limitation on liability” approach only requires users to pay royalties if the copyright owner resurfaces. Also, it is difficult to imagine how the government authority could efficiently set royalty rates for the compulsory licenses to use orphan works. While governmental rate-setting is by no means easy for any compulsory license, orphan works would add an additional layer of complexity and uncertainty. The government usually strives to simulate the ordinary market value that a willing buyer and a willing seller would have agreed upon through arms-length negotiation. Orphan works are by definition out-of-commerce works that do not have existing market benchmarks. The royalty rates for non-orphan works under normal


249. See supra note 232 and accompanying text.

250. See supra note 241 and accompanying text.

251. See supra note 238 and accompanying text.

commercial exploitation may not serve as proxy for orphan works, which typically have less market value.\textsuperscript{253} Many works become orphaned because copyright owners believe the costs for keeping the ownership information accessible and updated outweigh the benefits of exploiting the works.\textsuperscript{254}

Third, a collecting society designated to manage the compulsory licenses may have enough incentives to collect royalties for orphan works but not enough to locate their copyright owners and distribute royalties. On the one hand, if the money collected is negligible and hardly covers searching costs, the collecting society would naturally be unwilling to search for copyright owners. On the other hand, if the royalties are substantial, the collecting society would have even less incentive to locate copyright owners because it may use the unallocated amount to defray administrative costs and support collective-purpose projects targeting existing members, including awards and scholarships.\textsuperscript{255}

From an efficiency perspective, the “limitation on liability” approach is clearly preferable to the “compulsory license” approach. Copyright protection reflects a trade-off between incentive and access in accordance with the economic features of its subject matters.\textsuperscript{256} Information products, including works of authorship, have certain characteristics of a public good, i.e., “non-excludability” (or “inappropriability”) and “non-rivalry” (or “indivisibility”).\textsuperscript{257} “Non-excludability” means that, once information is

\textsuperscript{253}. See Randal C. Picker, \textit{Private Digital Libraries and Orphan Works}, 27 \textit{Berkeley Tech. L.J.} 1259, 1283 (2012). To design a compulsory license that encourages users to apply, the government would need to at least ascertain the market values of orphan work licenses (i.e., reasonable damages if liable for infringement) and the probability of copyright owners eventually emerging. It may then set the royalty rates by multiplying the two factors. Above the level, prospective users may choose to proceed without a license.

\textsuperscript{254}. Any financial return from orphan works hardly affects ex ante incentives for creation no matter how successful authors are, especially where the criteria for a diligent search are set sufficiently high and authors have the option to terminate the orphan status. If an author expects her work to be commercially valuable (say 10), she may also expect the probability of her work becoming orphan to be rather low (say 10%). Therefore, the expected value from orphan work licensing would be low (1). If an author otherwise expects the probability of her work becoming orphan is rather high (say 100%), she would rationally anticipate that her work has limited commercial value (1). The expected value is equally low (1).

\textsuperscript{255}. Certain institutional designs may be useful to alleviate the incentive concern; for example, requiring the collecting society to distribute royalties to relevant copyright owners before allocating a percentage of the distributed royalties to defray administrative costs.

\textsuperscript{256}. See supra note 41 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{257}. See, e.g., ROBERT COTTER & THOMAS ULEN, \textit{Law and Economics} 135 (1988); PAUL A. SAMUELSON & WILLIAM D. NORDHAUS, \textit{Economics} 37 (17th ed. 2001); William
created and distributed, it is physically difficult to exclude others from enjoying it. The consumption of information is “non-rivalrous” where it may be enjoyed simultaneously by an infinite number of people without incidentally affecting the enjoyment by others. In economic terms, the marginal cost of extending the consumption to another person is near zero. Under such circumstances, it is extremely difficult for authors to recoup the fixed costs of creating their works in a market without property rights because competitors, who are free to copy the same works without incurring the fixed costs, will soon drive the prices towards the marginal costs of reproduction and distribution. Therefore, the market tends to undersupply those valuable works absent sufficient incentive for intellectual creation. Copyright law is intended to solve the incentive problem by granting authors exclusive control, for a limited period of time, over the reproduction and distribution of their works, which in turn generates market opportunities for pricing their works above marginal costs. The markup allows authors to recoup their initial investment in creative works, although the increased price may inhibit access by certain consumers who are willing to pay for the marginal cost but not for the premium.

However, orphan works by definition involve authors who may not be located with a diligent search. Chances are that the authors will never reappear. If compulsory licenses are imposed in these cases, users would pay a higher price, but the real authors would not receive any financial incentives. This situation would be the worst of both worlds: limited access for consumers and no incentive for authors. By contrast, under the “limitation on liability” approach, consumers would enjoy virtually free access to orphan works, unless the authors reappear and copyright incentives resume functioning properly to signal the authors how much consumers value their works. By conditioning certain monetary remedies


258. From an ex post perspective, once a work is created, the author would be unable to internalize the fixed costs and therefore suffer a competitive disadvantage over free riders who do not bear the fixed costs. From an ex ante perspective, even if the author tries to negotiate a price with all potential users before the work is created, game theory suggests that many users may underbid the work attempting to free ride other consumers’ contribution.

259. See GOLDSTEIN, supra note 79, at 200 (“[T]here is no better way for the public to indicate what they want than through the price they are willing to pay in the marketplace.”); Harold Demsetz, Information and Efficiency: Another Viewpoint, 12 J.L. & ECON. 1, 1 (1969) (arguing that production and consumption of information cannot be judged independently); ADAM SMITH, LECTURES ON JURISPRUDENCE 82–83 (R.L. Meek et al. eds., 1987) (1762) (“[Copyright] is perhaps as well adapted to the real value of the work as any
(e.g., statutory damages and attorneys’ fees) on the accessibility of relevant copyright owners, the approach would generate powerful incentives for authors to provide updated ownership information and connect directly with consumers. A well-functioning market would eventually benefit the whole society including consumers and authors alike.

C. MASS DIGITIZATION

The above discussions also suggest that compulsory license and ECL proposals may not be appropriate even for mass digitization projects that involve an astronomical number of copyrighted works and substantial transaction costs for copyright clearance.

Taking the Google Books Project as an example, since 2004 Google has scanned millions of books provided by publishers and libraries. On the one hand, Google used the digital corpus to develop book search engines and data mining tools (“non-display uses”). On the other hand, it engaged in negotiation with major publishers and the Authors Guild to launch an online bookstore comparable to Amazon (“display uses”), which Google appeared to discontinue after Judge Chin had rejected the Google Books Settlement.

The Google Books Project has tested the boundaries of copyright protection across the world, especially with regard to non-display uses. In the United States, the Second Circuit recently affirmed the district-court decision that the copying involved in Google’s searching and data-mining functions was “transformative use,” did not offer the public a meaningful substitute for purchasing copyrighted works, and hence satisfied the test for fair use. However, in 2012, a Chinese court found Google liable for full-text book scanning but not for displaying limited snippets. Although other, for if the book be a valuable one the demand for it in that time will probably be a considerable addition to his fortune. But if it is of no value the advantage he can reap from it will be very small.”).

262. Cf. Authors Guild v. Google, Inc., 804 F.3d 202, 230 (2d Cir. 2015); Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87, 105 (2d Cir. 2014). While a comprehensive evaluation of Second Circuit decisions regarding the Google Books Project entails a separate article (if not more), it suffices to say at the moment Authors Guild v. Google could theoretically arrive at a different outcome than Authors Guild v. HathiTrust. In the latter case, the library defendants have originally acquired the copies of relevant books through purchase or other legitimate means. In the former case, Google did not own any copies until it generated new copies through digital scanning. In other words, scanning books eliminates the need for Google but not for libraries to purchase books.
Chinese law does not contain a four-factor fair use test, the court incorporated part of the three-step test into the reasoning.\textsuperscript{264} It concluded that the book scanning conflicts with the normal exploitation of copyrighted works because granting licenses and collecting royalties for full-text reproduction is one of the most common exploitations by copyright owners. In addition, the court held that the book scanning unreasonably prejudiced the legitimate interests of copyright owners by creating a potential danger to the market of copyrighted books. Once Google is in possession of the scanned books without authorization, copyright owners would lose control over any subsequent uses of the copies by Google and, if the security system were compromised, the copies would become the breeding bed of countless infringing uses by third parties.\textsuperscript{265} The Chinese decision appears to attach more importance than the U.S. decision to the market-formation purpose of copyright protection.\textsuperscript{266}

Notably, the clearance difficulty in the Google Books Projects does not result mainly from orphan work issues where searching costs for locating relevant copyright owners are prohibitively high. It has been estimated that merely a fourth of the whole corpus consists of potentially orphan works.\textsuperscript{267} Google, the largest search engine in the world, had no problem identifying the vast majority of the copyright owners and was actually in the process of negotiating possible licensing agreements with publishers even before the litigation commenced.\textsuperscript{268} Neither does the sheer volume of copyrighted works involved in the Google Books Project by itself justify a statutory exemption. The increase in transaction costs has been approximately proportionate to the increased volume and increased value of the overall database. It makes little sense to categorically argue that the more copyrighted works a database contains, the less reasonable it is to request a copyright license.

The key barrier to mass digitization appears to be that the incremental value of any individual work to the whole project is often lower than the

\textsuperscript{264} See id. The decision curiously omitted the first step of the three-step test, “limited to certain special cases.”

\textsuperscript{265} See id. The Second Circuit explicitly rejected the hacking scenario as speculative due to “impressive security measures” implemented by Google. Authors Guild, 804 F.3d at 228.

\textsuperscript{266} For the purposes of following sections, mass digitization refers to projects that involve both non-display and display uses. In other words, the discussions are premised on the Google Books Project envisioned in the proposed settlement rather than what Google has implemented so far. Fair use defenses are apparently less plausible for making copyrighted works available online. See 2015 Orphan Works Study, supra note 21, at 76.

\textsuperscript{267} See supra note 42 and accompanying text.

transaction cost needed to obtain a license for the work. For instance, assume that locating a copyright owner takes one dollar, a perfectly reasonable searching cost; the user would still not reach out for a license if scanning the book only added three cents to the whole project. This issue is not really different in nature from that faced every day by television/radio broadcasters who use a large number of musical compositions for their programs. If history is any indication, the best solution is not to bypass copyright transactions. Instead, we may pool various copyrighted works together through major publishers or collecting societies to facilitate the issuance of blanket licenses for mass digitization. This approach takes advantage of economies of scale to decrease transaction costs as the formations of ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC do for music rights clearance.271

The ECL proposal warrants cautious evaluation as a possible solution to mass digitization for three reasons in particular. First, as discussed above, complicated institutional design would be needed to prevent the ECL from superseding the pricing powers of uninformed nonmember authors, to contain the de jure monopoly of the collecting society against both authors and users, and to create incentives for the collecting society to improve distributional efficiency instead of sitting on royalties collected for

269. Therefore, the Google Books Project actually includes four categories of works: (i) public domain works; (ii) works whose owners opt in; (iii) works whose owners are searchable but searching costs exceed their marginal values; and (iv) orphan works whose owners are not locatable with a diligent search. Apparently, if we define a diligent search by using, as a benchmark, the marginal value of the captioned book, the third and fourth categories would merge into one. See, Lang, supra note 28, at 135–36.

270. Website search engines provide a familiar example. Although a comprehensive collection of web content is likely the foundation of a search engine, any individual webpage is simply a small portion that may easily be replaced or omitted without any meaningful impact to the overall function of the search engine. Because the search engine actually assists consumers in locating a website, in a competitive market, the website author may be willing to grant a license for free and even pay the search engine to include her website in its search results. Under these circumstances, the license fee is effectively zero or negative. Any search costs, if positive, could appear excessive to the search engine. It may not be efficient to establish a collecting society with the monopolistic power to charge positive prices that create a deadweight loss and substantial administrative costs for handling copyright royalties.

271. In the limited cases where transition costs remain insurmountable and hamper digitization projects, a court may apply a limitation on liability, which however would become unavailable the moment new mechanisms emerge to diminish the transaction costs. It would serve better than a compulsory license to unlock socially valuable utilization of existing works and incentivize future innovations in lowering transaction costs. Compare Am. Geophysical Union v. Texaco, Inc., 60 F.3d 913, 917 (2d Cir. 1994) (denying fair use because of new mechanism to lower transaction costs), with Williams & Wilkins Co. v. United States, 487 F.2d 1345, 1361 (Ct. Cl. 1973) (finding fair use partially because of high transaction costs).
The institutional design and its implementation entail substantial costs. Second, the history of the music market demonstrates that competitive collecting societies offering blanket licenses are capable of giving users practically unlimited freedom to use an exhaustive repertoire of relevant works. Third, it is unclear why it is even necessary for a project like Google Books to include all of the books in the world to become a viable business. Theoretically, the holdup problem may arise where a project involves a large number of copyright owners and every permission is essential for the whole project to function. Under these circumstances, a copyright owner could strategically withhold her permission to increase her share of copyright royalties, which could potentially cause a negotiation breakdown. However, this is usually not the case for mass digitization projects.

Assume that the Google Books Project obtains blanket licenses from collecting societies but accidentally includes a book owned by a nonmember author. If the author claims copyright infringement, Google may remove the infringing work from the digital database and continue its operation with other licensed works (taking comfort in the indemnity provided by collecting societies). A single party can hardly have any veto power to block the entire project, which renders the holdup problem remote. As a matter of fact, Google has slowed down scanning books from libraries, almost to a complete halt, even though a federal court held that the existing project is exempt from copyright liability as fair use. Apparently, the marginal benefit of scanning more books for the purposes of designing book search engines and training web search algorithms quickly diminishes after having scanned 30 million books, although Google

---
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announced in 2010 that there are a total of 130 million books in the world (129,864,880 to be precise).279

The ECL proposal for mass digitization is sometimes justified on the premises that an opt-out choice is available for nonmember authors, and transaction costs would be lower for some authors to opt out of a project than for a prospective user to approach all relevant authors.280 It may appear to be no more than a small inconvenience for an author to opt out of the Google Books Project by approaching the proposed Book Rights Registry, a single collective society intended to manage a single project.281 However, if the ECL system becomes widespread in numerous countries and mass digitization projects proliferate for various purposes, an author striving to exploit her exclusive rights worldwide would have to monitor multiple projects managed by multiple collecting societies around the world. If she wishes to opt out of the ECL regimes and instead manage some or all her works by herself, she must carefully comply with opt-out requirements set by different countries. These daunting tasks are exactly the kind of formalities that the drafters of the Berne Convention envisioned while determining to completely prohibit any formality as a precondition for the enjoyment and exercise of exclusive rights.282

V. CONCLUSION

Digital technologies have significantly lowered the costs involved in producing, marketing, and distributing copyrighted content. Online service providers such as Amazon, YouTube, and Spotify have the necessary economic and technological capacities to make an enormous volume of multimedia content available to the general public. However, due to relatively limited innovation in the field of rights clearance,283 these online service providers are still facing substantial transaction costs in tracking
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280. See 2015 Orphan Works Study, supra note 21, at 93.
281. See, e.g., Daniel Gervais, The Changing Role of Copyright Collectives, in COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT AND RELATED RIGHTS 26 (Daniel Gervais ed., 2006) (“If it is a restriction at all, [ECL] is a mild one. It guarantees an orderly exploitation of the repertoire that will be licensed but offers authors the option of going back to Level 0 by sending a simple notice, perhaps even as simple as an email.”).
down copyright owners, negotiating license terms, and acquiring proper authorizations for millions of different copyright works. Policymakers around the world are working to unlock copyrighted works in the digital age. Copyright reform initiatives largely follow one of two directions: Policymakers may change copyright from an opt-in regime into an opt-out or all-in regime (e.g., ECLs and compulsory licenses) to eliminate the necessity of copyright transactions and allow downstream users to exploit copyrighted works without authorization. Alternatively, policymakers may streamline private transactions in the marketplace, create incentives for authors to provide licensing information, and eventually allow market players to innovate on efficient business models. In comparison to the market approach, compulsory licenses have a number of drawbacks, such as divesting authors of exclusive rights in copyrighted works, resulting in wasteful rent seeking and setting arbitrary prices for copyright royalties. However, the fundamental concern is that compulsory licenses would undermine the incentives for collecting societies and other market players to improve their services in order to decrease transaction costs. While the United States and the rest of the world are at a crossroads in copyright reform, the road taken (and the road not taken) by Chinese policymakers provides a valuable lesson: We cannot, in the name of lowering transaction costs, completely sidestep transactions and sidestep the market as the principal mechanism to allocate social resources for intellectual creation.